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When it comes to talking about our achievements on planet earth, we've
accomplished quite a lot,...but the system and the earth look like a mess,...in so
far as the ability to support life goes. Most information here is true,.,, and some is
guessed using logic,... while joining the dot's of all connected information, such as
the net, and mainstream news, which often favors big business, and
demonstrates corruption throughout our system. On asking people,...45% say,
corruption is rife,... and another 45% agree with the first,,..then say,... what can
you do about it,... as if to give up,... this is a big number, whichever way one
paints it.
For centuries the wealthy, (who started as shopkeepers, and used to serve the
community,.../ now, as big business,,.. runs government) have known the crime
rate goes up on holidays, due to unhealthy living. They think they will be
robbed,... so the workers are paid low wages to work long hours, which keeps
them busy. If affluence increases, a war or recession is eventually applied,...
which either, smashes property, or steals it. Then they lower the wages.
There was a town , west of Sydney, that was being robbed by its' council. The
people refused to pay their rates, and it was resolved overnight. So here is a
mainstream news quiz. A David Attenborough show says, a world land grab is
happening. The net says our leaders want a world population of five hundred
million only. Australian government says, it's population will go to 86 million,... but
won't put water in the Darling River in dry times, and there's lots in Q.L.D., that
will fix it. Farmers business is robbed as they run out, and are puzzled. Then they
are robbed again on land payment, and driven off, while big business only,..is let
in to buy Australia's only major food bowl for a pittance,...to provide the useless
G.M. food. As soon as they've gone, the water is connected.
Haarp machines, are deadly weapons and control the weather,...create volcanic
action, tsunamis, floods, droughts, cold winters, any time, control an approaching
ice age in spurts,...damage competitors, then buy them out. Heat oceans,... while
floods hit Australia in successive years, driving out towns folk, at huge loss, and
no government financial help. Volcanic payback is served to countries, like Japan,
Tibet and New Zealand, and the latter is offered more business closeness,...by a
prompted Australia, one week before the quake.
Gas drilling,...started as a project to help us,...ruins the remaining eastern water
supply,...drives farmers out, who must have good water, while boosting the prices
for their mates water selling business,...as the government sits on lots of free
energy patents, because it's hard to run a recession if the people have free
energy. So who needs gas? Monsanto,...when pushed,..admits to dropping
aluminum, barium and strontium, in chem. trails, (as a cover for all the other stuff
they are dropping), and are dangerous to vegetation, as well, fire accelerants, a
black Saturday indeed,.. while the farmers are driven out,...then grabbing the food
and crop business, as paddocks start to grow less in following years, after the

onslaught of aluminum. They threaten the natural seed growers and replace it
with something that couldn't happen naturally,...then when the recession
hits,...natural seed that was the mainstay, and carried the people through all
recessions is gone. Water companies buy all available water aquifers, as the U.S.
just bought one of Australia's biggest,...while the Great Lakes near Canada are
drained and sold to china, then put into bottles that react badly with plastic.
A current magazine says, the lakes are radioactive. Basics,..like gas and electricity
are put up to speed up the recession. As the country is softened up for a
recession, the flooding,...greens up the land, so it looks good for the new foreign
buyers. Once food and water is concentrated into small areas, it can be withheld
from people, in a revolt with few troops,...while supermarkets can run out of food
in three days.
It's said there is a scam on lab made lime disease in Australia,...that only the U.S.
treats properly, whilst those concerned wonder why everyone on the plane got
sprayed as they entered Australia 18 years back. G.M. has sat on a perfectly good
electric car during a polluted ten years. When business over fished the world with
bigger ships, they picked Japan, (which has consumed whales for centuries),...to
kill whales, dolphins and porpoises, because they eat the food that supply the fish
and the highly important sea makes 80% of all oxygen.
A lot of market items kill, mobile phones, microwaves, TV’s, electricity,
pharmaceuticals, modern medicine, town water and petroleum products. That's
the quiz. Most items mentioned here, happen all over the world, and more in
some places. The only way out of this corruption, is to have a peaceful revolution
worldwide, to make a brand new system. Only peace and kindness can work in
that situation and nothing less. The world is a paradise, and has a brilliant repair
system, if given a chance.
While thirty six states where ruined as a result of drilling for natural gas in the
U.S. it appears not many city folk stood up for them and complained, or so it
might appear,...which tells me that the effects of fluoride might have been
responsible. It's been said that Hitler was helped by chemists during the war to
pacify prisoners by dosing them with fluoride which comes from the strongest
family of poisons. This leads one to the idea of it's use in western society and the
fact that in Australia's parliament,.. laws and or bills are changed at night, while
the workers sleep. Also it is true that Queensland had bad teeth problems which
were improved with fluoride which exists naturally in some water, but I suppose
the amount could be tweaked up to higher than one needs. A man by the name of
Fritz Der Meer was working for a pharmaceuticals company ,..I G Faben in
Germany during the war who were supplying the gas for places like Auschwitz
amongst other things. When the war ended Der Meer was jailed for war crimes,
for a period of six years. While in jail he was commissioned to set up a list of rules
denouncing and shutting down natural medicine, to suit, I guess pharmaceuticals
companies all over the western world. That list of rules is now called Codex,
Alimentarious, and every year since then natural medicine has been slowly
abandoned and the latest claim on TV was,... what proof has it of working, to

which one could ask,... is millions if years,.. use enough? Der Meer was let out
after serving half his sentence. On after thought I should have said that Haarp can
start fires as well as direct wind draft. All the bush growth from years of rain, is
starting to look like a plan,... while earlier in the U.S., senators asked congress not
to let Haarp drain the Ionosphere of its energy which was later shelved which
some think helped the greenhouse effect along.
THE REASON FORTHE STATE OF PUBLIC HEALTHIS WIDE AND VARIED AND WHILE
REGARDING
DIET,..WORKAND
LOCATION,..THE
EFFECT
OF
CONTINUAL
MISTREATMENT OVER THOUSANDS OF YEARS, IF NOT MANY MORE,.......WOULD
HAVE A STRONGLY NEGATIVE EFFECT, WHICH COULD REFLECT THE WAY THAT
FAMILIES TREATED THEIR RELATIVES, SIBLINGS AND FRIENDS, AND SO THIS
MIGHT EXPLAIN WHY HEALTH SUFFERED AS A RESULT, PLUS THE FACT THAT IT
REQUIRES SOME STUDY,...IN OTHER WORDS ITS PLAINLY NOT THEIR FAULT. THIS
IS NOT TO SAY THAT THERE WEREN'T HUGE AMOUNTS OF TIME THAT PEOPLE
WERE HAPPY.
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